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INTRODUCTION
Our journey was the answer to a simple question. What would happen if a
cryptocurrency project backed by Cannabidiol (CBD) and Marijuana (MJ)
Cultivator while being USDA Certi ed Organic was 100% run by the project
and its community? While the term DeFi literally includes the word
decentralized, this is in reference to economic status as opposed to its internal
hierarchy.
Projects built on the foundation of community involvement in the cannabis space
along with advancing and evolving into our future. As we move further away
from rigid nancial structures and traditional mindsets, we become free to
discover new ways to solve problems and relate to one another.
In a world ruled by the commodi cation of time, community-run projects along
with a company are more than just a change of pace, they are a way to
practice the radical acceptance of others. When success depends on the shared
strength of the individuals who make up a collective, we are forced to shift our
perspectives to align with those around us, which is called freedom.
The Bomar Token Ecosystem introduced on the behalf of Bomar Agra Estates (we
are Cultivators) is our way of recognizing the importance of tearing down this
long-established paradigm in the cannabis industry since both CBD and MJ have
numerous bene cial values not fully explained in college and universities studies.
By studying those drawn to our project for every walk of life, we realized that
true strength doesn’t come from one of us alone, it comes from when we work
together in harmony. With that thought bright in our minds, we began
developing the Bomar Token Ecosystem in earnest which is backed by our
dedication as farmers, people, botanists, and scientists.
“Our goal is to bring the best and the most organic cannabis plant to the
market.”
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— Bo O.
CEO

BOMAR ECOSYSTEM
We are dedicated to building the best Decentralized Ecosystem (DECO) that
bene ts the general public in regards to the Cannabidiol (CBD) and Marijuana
(MJ) marketplace and circling it back to the farmers to further evolve the industry.
Our three tokens are the pillars of the Bomar Token Ecosystem sprouted, and
along with BomarSwap is how we will dig in our roots back to the earth.
Our three tokens (Bomar Agra: $BOMAR, Greenhouse: $GREEN, Hempcrete:
$CRETE) are the beginnings from the Bomar Ecosystem Tokens and BomarSwap
is how we kept to our farming (swap, staking and pairing) roots. The purpose of
the cryptocurrency exchange swap is the general public can exchange, stake,
pair or swap tokens for a slippage fee of six percent (6%), which the fee will be
allocated back to the Ecosystem's Development Wallet.
The users can become liquidity pool providers called (pairing), supplying an
equal value pair of two cryptocurrencies (e.g. WETH/BOMAR) in order to
receive $CRETE token rewards whenever anyone utilizes that pool. The users
can also SWAP tokens, to exchange one token for another
Our unique tokenomics structure, design, technical implementation, and viral
growth from numerous marketing avenues, word-of-mouth and dedication to the
cannabis plant will reinforce the platform's strength and ultimately provide
residual bene ts to the Ecosystem.

BomarSwap will highlight our three (3) tokens:
BOMAR TOKEN: $BOMAR = (1,200,000,000 Token Supply)
GREENHOUSE TOKEN: $GREEN = (105,000 Token Supply)
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HEMPCRETE TOKEN: $CRETE = (250,000,000 Token Supply)

On the BomarSwap, users will be able to use BOMAR Tokens to PLANT (staking)
or to HARVEST (pairing) for in return for CRETE token rewards. Cryptocurrency
(staking) is the process of the user locking up BOMAR token holdings in order to
obtain CRETE token rewards. The users can become liquidity pool providers
called (pairing), supplying an equal value pair of two cryptocurrencies in order
to receive CRETE token rewards whenever anyone utilizes that pool. The users
can also SWAP tokens, to exchange one token for another.
BOMAR TOKEN: $BOMAR. The Bomar ($BOMAR) is for this minting of one
billion two hundred million tokens (1,200,000,000) of $BOMAR, the beginning
fty percent (50%) of the tokens, six hundred million (600,000,000) tokens will
be split into six (6) cryptocurrency wallets, 100,000,000 tokens each in three
(3) Developer wallets, one (1) Operations wallet, one (1) Marketing wallet and
one (1) Development wallet. The other fty percent (50%) of the tokens, which is
six hundred million (600,000,000) tokens, of which two hundred million
(200,000,000) tokens will be transferred on UniSwap Protocol for the general
public to purchase and sell, and the remainder of four hundred million
(400,000,000) tokens will be in one (1) Corporate Wallet for future cannabis or
token development initiatives or for future DEX listings.
GREENHOUSE TOKEN: $GREEN. The Greenhouse ($GREEN) is the second
token in the BOMAR Ecosystem, as a simple ERC-20 Token. Whereas the supply
of Greenhouse ($GREEN) is one hundred and ve thousand (105,000) minted
tokens. For the Greenhouse token, ten (10%) percent tokens, ten thousand ve
hundred (10,500) tokens split into six (6) wallets,1,750 tokens for each in three
(3) Developer wallets, one (1) Operations wallet, one (1) Marketing wallet and
one (1) Development wallet. The other ninety (90%) percent of the tokens, ninety
four thousand and ve hundred (94,500) tokens will be transferred to UniSwap
Protocol for the general public to purchase and sell.
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HEMPCRETE TOKEN: $CRETE. The HempCrete ($CRETE) is the third token in
the BOMAR Ecosystem, it will only be able on BomarSwap in the beginning
2023, $CRETE Tokens has two hundred fty million (250,000,000) minted
tokens, and is designed to be in-between token of $BOMAR and $GREEN. The
Hempcrete token is a Governance token, a Decentralized Finance (DeFi), which
will allow the public to vote on any proposals we present for 2023, and which
token pairs will be added in the BomarSwap.
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BOMAR TOKENOMICS

BOMAR ROADMAP
As some parts of our roadmap will remain top secret to ensure our continued
advantage in this highly competitive space, but releasing a simple overview to
the general public will allow our holders to understand the intentions of the core
team, developers or owners.
Q1 - 2022
Website launched (BomarToken.com) and Ethereum ERC20 token launched with
a con rmed trading pair and liquidity injection on UniSwap. Marketing and ad
campaigns started.
Q1 - 2022
Begin development of the marijuana production from the County and State
Licenses. Begin building the marijuana strains to create a more straightforward
process for buying, selling, and holding $BOMAR cryptocurrency and other
cryptocurrencies in our platform. Ramp up community marketing and outreach.
Q2 - 2022
Create a hempcrete division to present hemp products, such hempcrete, hemp
plywood, hemp drywall, and hemp foam insulation.
Q3 - 2022
Rebuilding SunnyLabs online presence, from website, social media, and building
the SunnyLabs platform for the leader in CBD Oil. In addition, to developing
new product offerings to the public within the SunnyLabs ecosystem.
Q4 - 2022
Introducing the BomarSwap.com so our three tokens ($BOMAR, $GREEN and
$CRETE) for pairing, staking in return for $CRETE rewards.
Q4 - 2022
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Introduced marijuana strains for recreational and medical usage. Since
recreational strains are more popular in the summer months, and medical strains
are more popular in the winter months.

CONCLUSION
The Bomar Ecosystem started with the planting of the seeds of an idea. What
could happen with with no centralized infrastructure, no funding from outside
sources, and no direct leadership? As we make it our mission to bring
awareness to the general public, companies, universities and major industries
about Cannabidiol (CBD) and Marijuana (MJ) plants.
And even from the beginning George Washington pushed for the growth of
hemp as it was commonly used to make rope and fabric. In May 1765 he noted
in his diary about the sowing of seeds each day until mid-April. Then he recounts
the harvest in October which he grew 27 bushels that year.
This is just the beginning of a new era for decentralized communities and
ecosystems. When the time is correct, BomarSwap will be one of the many
crucial point of contact between the decentralized nance industry and the
global communities, allow us to come to fruition our vision of widespread
adoption of DeFi cryptocurrency within the Cannabidiol (CBD) and Marijuana
(MJ) space.
In conclusion, we (Bomar Agra Estates) would like to say thank you to each and
everyone of you for being a pioneer in connecting the world with the cannabis
plant and its bene ts. Without your partnerships and word-of-mouth marketing,
none of this would be possible.
“This plant is amazing and bringing this to people, is an honor.”
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— Mark T.
COO

DISCLOSURE
This is living document and information is up to date at the time of publishing.
Please note the information herein does not constitute investment advice, trading
advice, nancial advice or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any
of the content as such by BOMAR Ecosystem Token, LLC, it’s team, developers or
owners, or its subsidiaries under Bomar Agra Estates, LLC.
Furthermore, owning any BOMAR Ecosystem tokens (or any additional tokens
outlined in the future), does not signify that by purchasing any BOMAR product
relating to cryptocurrency and by doing so, that you have any ownership
percentage, shares, or stocks in Bomar Agra Estates, LLC or its subsidiaries.
The BOMAR team, developers or owners suggests you conduct your own due
diligence and consult your nancial advisor before making any investment
decisions. By purchasing any BOMAR product relating to cryptocurrency, you
agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to
hold harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur.
You also agree that the team, developers or owners is presenting the products
"as is" and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have
no exceptions of any form from the BOMAR Ecosystem Token, LLC, and its team,
developers or owners.
Although BOMAR is a community driven DeFi Ecosystem and it is not a
registered digital currency, and that the team, developers or owners strongly
recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on cryptocurrencies do
not purchase it because the team, developers or owners cannot ensure
compliance with your territories or their regulations.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, BOMAR Ecosystems Token, LLC and its
subsidiaries, disclaims any and all liability in the event any information,
commentary, analysis, opinions, advice and/or recommendations prove to be
inaccurate, incomplete or unreliable, or result in any investment or other losses.
Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and your
countries regulations before you make any purchase in the BOMAR Ecosystems
Token, LLC.
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